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Abstract 
We give a general method for finding the long-time asymptotic growth rate of mean occupation 
times of one-dimensional continuous strong Markov processes. The method uses a well-known 
decomposition of the resolver& previous work of Kasahara (1975), and some new comparison 
results. Particular attention is paid to occupation times measured according to a function which is 
supported on the whole range of the process. We give an extended example concerning isotropic 
Brownian flows. A companion paper gives several other examples. @ 1997 Elsevier Scicncc 
B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X be a continuous strong Markov process on an interval I on the real line and 
let ,f : R 4 R be a bounded Bore1 function. In this paper we discuss a general method 
for finding the growth rate of the expected occupation time 
L(t) = E” 
J’ 
f 
ds .f 6-K) (1 1) 
0 
as t + cm. This problem is well understood when X is positive Harris recurrent in 
this case L(t)/t 4 s, M(dx)f’(x), w h ere A4 is the invariant probability measure for X. 
We will focus on the null recurrent and transient cases. We are particularly interested 
in situations in which f is supported near the endpoints of 1. 
We have encountered such problems in connection with isotropic Brownian fows. 
The companion paper Zirbel (1997) makes extensive use of the method described here. 
A further complication is also introduced: X has an initial distribution which places 
mass near the endpoints of I. Section 6 of the present article contains a simpler, but 
still instructive, example. 
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The method we propose is to first take the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of L: 
i(a) = Ex dt e-“‘f(&). (1.2) 
(This is U, f (x), where l-J, is the a-potential or resolvent of X.) Second, find the 
asymptotic behavior of .&a) as x + 0, and third, use a Tauberian theorem to find the 
asymptotic behavior of L(t) as t +x. The second step is the focus of the paper. 
For completeness, we quote the Tauberian theorem of Bingham et al. (1986) in this 
context: 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose L is non-decreasing and c 20. If g varies regularly at cc with 
exponent 6 E [0, cm) (see Dejnition 3.1), then the following are equivalent: 
L(t) - cg(t)/T( 1 + S), t -+ 00, 
i(x) N CY( l/u), CX J, 0. 
When c = 0, we interpret these as L(t) = o(g(t)) and &cc) = o(g( I/cc)). 
The paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 with various definitions 
concerning the following decomposition of i(a): 
-&> = h(a) /u& A Y, aN2(x vy, aMyW(dy). (1.3) 
JI 
The asymptotic behavior of h(a) has been treated by Kasahara and co-authors for a 
certain class of Markov processes. In Section 3, we restate some of their results for 
our case and then give a new version which is considerably easier to apply (Theorem 
3.4). 
The functions v1 and v2 are positive and are monotone as functions of their first 
arguments. When f is supported near an endpoint of I, we need tight bounds on 
VI and v2 near that endpoint in order to examine the integral in (1.3) as a + 0. In 
Sections 4 and 5, we show how to obtain such bounds by comparing X to another 
Markov process having similar behavior in the region of interest. 
In Section 6 we carry out an analysis of occupation times of the two-point distance 
process in a two-dimensional isotropic Brownian flow with top Lyapunov exponent 
equal to 0. This example illustrates the use of the method and resolves an unsettled 
question concerning this process. Further examples may be found in the companion 
article Zirbel (1997). 
Finally, let us mention that knowing the asymptotic behavior of the mean occupation 
time in (1.1) can sometimes be parlayed into statements concerning the law of the 
occupation time process $ ds f(&), t 20. The original result of Darling and Kac 
( 1957) has been greatly improved and generalized by Stone ( 1963), Bingham (1971) 
Kasahara (1975, 1977, 1982), and Bingham et al. ( 1986, Section 8.11). These results 
require some uniformity in the asymptotics of L as x ranges over the support of f, 
which will often fail to hold when f is supported near the endpoints of I. We are 
unaware of any general results on the law of the occupation time process in this case. 
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2. Decomposition of Laplace transform 
Ih‘, 
We assume that X is a strong Markov process with continuous paths, taking values 
in an interval I in (-oo,+cc). Denote by L the left endpoint of I and by I’ the right 
endpoint. These may or may not lie in 1. We assume that X is re<~tllu~ on (/, I’). that 
is, for each x in (/,r) and y in I, 
P’{T, <+oc,)>o. (2.1) 
Here T. is the first hitting time of y by X and P” is a probability measure under 
which X0 =x almost surely. With this assumption, A’ is a Feller process. 
Denote by ,Ru’ the infinitesimal generator of X, by s its scale function, and by A4 its 
speed measure. The function s is continuous and strictly increasing (Breiman, 19685, 
Theorem 16.27). We extend s to [/,r] (if necessary) by setting S(T) = lim,I,..s(.~) and 
s(/) = lim, 1, .s(x). When A4 is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue mcasurc. 
we denote its density by m. 
Let ,f’: / + R’ be a bounded Bore1 function. The following decomposition is proven 
in Dynkin (1965, Theorem 17.9) and Ito and McKean (1965, Section 4.1 I), but set 
Breiman ( 1968, Theorem 16.75) for an introduction. 
E‘ 
I 
‘x dteP”‘f(X,)=h(r) 
/’ 
c,(x Pi _t:a)rz(xV Y,x),f’(.t,)M(d>,). (2.2 ) 
0 . I 
Here E” denotes expectation using the probability measure P’. The left-hand side IS 
the resolvent of X. (Note that the definition of the speed measure varies by a factor of 
2 in Dynkin (1965), while Breiman (1968) assumes the process is already in natural 
scale.) 
The functions cl and ~2 are defined in terms of the hitting times of ,I’: 
.dr = %C, c.(c,rA) = 1, 
See Breiman (1968, Theorem 
0,’ P(X) = lim 
C(J) - c(x) 
1.1 ‘i s( _y) ~ s(x) 
16.69). Let 0: be the operator defined by 
1 
1’2(X. x) = 
E”e_“Tt If XGC. 
(2.4) 
E,Ye-"Tc if x>c. 
Here L’ E (/, v) is arbitrary but fixed. In essence, cl has to do with motion to the right, 
1’1 with motion to the left. The function tlt(. , x) is increasing, tlz(. ,r) is decreasing, 
and both are positive. They are the unique such solutions of 
(2.5) 
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The function h is the reciprocal of the Wronskian of ~‘1 and ~2: 
h(a) = (D,: 4(x, M)u~(.G a> - 01(x, W,‘v2k xl>-’ (2.6) 
The right side is constant as a function of x, although it depends on the choice of c. 
Example 2.1. (BES2 process). Let X,, 230 be a BES’ process, that is, the norm of 
a planar Brownian motion. Its generator ,QZ is given by 
(&f)(x) = +) + &-+x x>o. 
The scale function of X is s(x) = logx and the density m of the speed measure satisfies 
m(x)=2x. The equation dv= XV becomes 
$Q) + &c’(x) - au(x) = 0, u(c) = 1, 
or 
x%“(X) + xG”(X) - 2&(x) = 0, v(c) = 1. 
This is the modified Bessel equation of order 0. The general solutions are 
Zo(Jzwc), ZG(J2wc), 
which are respectively increasing and decreasing. The functions VI and v2 are thus 
given by 
(2.7) 
where c E (0, IX) is fixed. A direct calculation gives 
h(cr) = I,,( &c)K,,( &c). (2.8) 
2.1. Limit of UI and v2 as a+ 0 
For the limit of i(cc) as E --t 0, we will need to know lim,ls VI (x, a) and lim,ls vz(x, c(). 
The limits are not equal to 1 in the transient case since, for example, T, may be infinite 
with positive probability. Indeed, for ~1, we obtain 
liiV”“,“‘= 
{ 
P”{T,<00}, if xdc, 
1 
P”{T, <co} 
if x>c. 
Standard properties of the scale function yield, for a <b, 
P”{Tb<w} = s(a) - 44 
s(b) - s(L)’ 
which we interpret to be 1 if s(e) = -co. Making this substitution, 
liic,(x,+ s(x) - 44 
s(c) - 44 (2.9) 
with the same interpretation if s(t) ~= -,x8. Similarly. 
lii Q(X, a) = S(T) - s(x) 
s(r) -s(c)’ 
165 
(2.10) 
which equals 1 if S(T) = x. 
lt is often useful to rescale the real line in order to obtain a process with nicer 
properties. Let us see how this affects the functions h. 1‘1, and ~2 in the decomposition 
(2.2). 
Let 4 : I - R be continuous and strictly increasing. Define a process Y by Y, = c/)(X, )_ 
Then Y is a regular, strong Markov process with continuous paths, taking values in the 
interval &I). Its scale function equals s o 4-l and its speed measure N is the image 
of M under 4. that is N(A) =IU($~‘(A)) for each Bore1 A C &I). Occupation times 
of Y have a decomposition 
(2.1 I ) 
where h, ~1, and 242 are defined as before, but with respect to Y. We take the reference 
location ? equal to 4(c). 
Suppose that X starts at u and first hits b at time r,,. Then Y starts at (1,((l) and tirst 
hits 4(b) at time I”,. Looking at (2.3) and (2.4) we see that 
r,(x, 2) = u,(c#$x), x), Q(X. x) = u*(qh(s). 3). (2.ll!) 
The relationship between h and i is even easier: they are equal. First. note that for 
positive .f’ : I + R, 
E’ sx 
I 
dte-“‘J‘(X,) =@“’ x dte-“‘f’(&‘( Y,)), 
(I J’ 0 
where Edl(.r) means that Yo = 4(x). By the decomposition (2. II ), this equals 
i(x) 
I 
~~I(~(x)Az,x)u~(~(X)V-,~).~(~)‘(~))N(~~) 
$(I ) 
Changing variables via z = 4(v) makes this 
But $(.x) A &.v) = 4(x A y) and 4(.u) V (b(y) = 4’,(_x V J*). so this is 
x(x) ‘r,(~r\!:,z)czi~v,;r)f(~)ll~(d?;) 
/ . I 
which is identical to (2.2) if and only if i = h 
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3. Asymptotic behavior of h 
In this section we discuss methods to determine the asymptotic behavior of h(cx) 
as c(+ 0. When X is transient, meaning that for some a and b in (8,r) we have 
P”{ r, = eo} > 0, Problem 4.11.8 of Itb and McKean (1965) shows that 
hi h(a) < $-cm. (3.1) 
Conversely, this condition implies that X is transient. In particular, if I is the open 
interval (f,r), then X is transient if and only if s(e) and s(r) are not both infinite 
(Revuz and Yor, 1991, Chapter VII, Exercise 3.2 1). 
We will quote two results of Y. Kasahara and others, one concerning the limit of h 
when X is transient and the other for the asymptotic behavior of h(u) as CI ---f 0 when 
X is recurrent. Kasahara’s work concerns one-dimensional martingale diffusions (i.e., 
diffusions on natural scale) which are closely related to the spectral theory of strings. 
See Kotani and Watanabe (1982) for a review of this connection. 
Consider the martingale Y defined by Y, =s(Xt) for t>O. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that s(c) = 0. As we saw in Section 2, Y takes values in the interval with 
endpoints s(e) and s(r). Its scale function is the identity map and its speed measure 
N is the image of M under s. It has associated functions h, ~1, and ~2; the function h 
is the same as for X, while u1 and ~2 are given by (2.12). 
In order to relate Kasahara’s results, first note that, by Theorem 16.36 of Breiman 
(1968), M[a, b] <CC when /<ad b cr. Second, we assume that the speed measure 
satisfies 
M(f) = +m, M(r) = fm (3.2) 
A measure satisfying these conditions is said to be inextensible in the terminology 
of Kasahara et al. (1980); see also pp. 246-247 of Kotani and Watanabe (1982). 
Note that the measure N is also inextensible. Condition (3.2) makes no difference at a 
natural or entrance boundary, since such points are inaccessible from (/,r). It makes 
no difference at an exit boundary, since the process stays there once it hits there and 
the decomposition (2.2) is unaffected by the values of M(d) and M(r) (see (5.1) and 
(5.2)). However, regular endpoints must be absorbing, not reflecting. 
On pp. 246-247 of Kotani and Watanabe (1982) and pp. 178-179 of Kasahara et 
al. (1980) we see the same situation as we have here for Y. The resolvent of Y is 
written in terms of functions h, u_, u+, and m corresponding to our h, UI , ~2, and N, 
respectively. The function h is further broken up as 
1 1 1 -=- 
h(a) h+(a) + -. h-(a) 
(3.3) 
The definition of h+ depends only on the restriction of the speed measure m (our N) to 
[0, co]; similarly h_ depends on the restriction to [--00,O). This relationship between 
h+ and the restriction of N to [O,oo) is called Krein’s correspondence. 
Kasahara (1975) is the first of several articles concerning Krein’s correspondence 
and its implications for one-dimensional Markov processes. From Eq. (9) of that article, 
Iii h+(x) = s(r), (3.4) 
lip(r): -s(f). (3.5) 
The first is exactly Kasahara’s equation (9), and the second follows by reflecting k 
about 0. This allows us to compute lim,jo h(x) when X is transient. 
When X is recurrent, we will have h*(a) ---i x as r - 0. We wish to quote a 
comparison theorem concerning the asymptotic behavior of 17+(r) as x -0. First wc 
need to mention regular variation. 
Definition 3.1. A Bore1 measurable function CJ : (0. cx ) + (0. X) is said to be rrglrlrr~l~~ 
ccuyimj u,itll r.liponrnt 6 if, for all i>O, 
If ci = 0, we say that g is .slo~~I~ va~~~in~j. If y is regularly varying with exponent 0. 
then we can write y(x) =x”f(.u) for a slowly varying function .f’, 
The following result involves the restrictions to [0, IX] of two inextensible measures 
NI and N: and their corresponding functions hl and h2 (these play the role of h, ). It 
first appeared as Theorem 2 of Kasahara et al. (1980); we use the version given as 
Theorem 2.1 of Kotani and Watanabe (1982). 
To use this result, we need some reference cases of Krein’s correspondence: 
Example 3.3. (Kusahum, 1975). Suppose 6 E (0. I] and let N[O, v]= y’ “- ’ for J’>, 0 
and N(X) = $-CC. Then the corresponding function h_ is given by h+(x) = D,,r -‘), 
where DI = 1 and D,j = r( 1 + ri)6?“( 1 - hp’-” for b t (0, 1). 
We may extend this to the case 6 = 0 by interpreting N as N[O, JJ] = 0 for 0 < J’ < I 
and N [0, v]= +X for y 3 I. We have Do = 1 and h+(x) = 1 in this case. In this case ;L 
is the restriction to [0, ok] of an inextensible measure but is not the speed measure of a 
continuous strong Markov process. Still, we may still consider Krein’s correspondence 
and use Theorem 3.2; see pp. 2355236 of Kotani and Watanabe (1982). 
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Finally, we come to our interpretation of Theorem 3.2. It bears resemblance to The- 
orem 2 of Kasahara (1975) and the corollary to Theorem 2.1 of Kotani and Watanabe 
(1982), which are both combinations of Theorem 3.2 and Example 3.3. However, we 
have found our version easier to apply because it does not require us to look at the in- 
verse of a slowly varying function. A version for h- is stated afterward as a corollary. 
Recall that condition (3.2) is still in force. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that s(r) = +w, M hus no atoms in [c, r), and g varies regu- 
lurly with exponent 6 E [0, 11. Then the following are equivalent: 
l im  d4x)wcJl) = 1 
XT? 4x1 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
where Dg is dejined in Example 3.3. 
Proof. Let Nt be the restriction of the speed measure of Y to [O,oo]. Then hl = h+. 
Let Nz[O, y] = y”“-’ so that h2(a)=Ddb by Example 3.3. Let Q(Y)= YN,[O, Y] as 
in Theorem 3.2. Also, write g(z) =z”f(z), where f is slowly varying. 
First note that M[c,x] = Nt[O,s(x)] by the definition of N. Eq. (3.6) can be rewritten 
as 
1 = lim g(YNi]O, vl> = lim dQl(v>> g(z) = lim - 
,V-m y L‘-x: y 2-03 Q,‘(Z) 
by setting y =s(x) and then z = Q,(y). (Q 1 is invertible since it is strictly increasing by 
definition and is continuous because M has no atoms.) But g(z) =z”f(z) = Q,‘(z)f(z), 
so this is equivalent to Q,‘(Z) N Ql’(z)S( z ) as z + 00. By Theorem 3.2, this is equiv- 
alent to h,(u) N hz(a)f( l/u). But hz(cc)f( l/cc) = Ddg( l/z), so this is equivalent to con- 
dition (3.7) completing the proof. 0 
Remark 3.5. We can prove the same result if A4 has an atomic component, provided 
we impose an additional requirement to insure that 
lim s(Ql(y>> g(z) = 1 implies lim ~ = 
V-CC Y z-CC Q;‘(z) l. 
(The other direction is not problematic.) 
One possibility is to require Qi to be regularly varying. Supposing the first limit 
equals 1, we let y = Q,‘(z) to find 
lim g(z) = lim g(z) z-00 Q;‘(z) 
lim s(Ql(y>> 
z-X dQdQ,'@))) -"-c= Y ' 
If Qi is regularly varying, then Qi(Q,‘(z)) -z as z + 00 (Bingham et al., 1986, 
Theorem 1.5.12) and so g(Qi(Q,‘(z))) N g( z as z --f 00 (Bingham et al., 1986, Propo- ) 
sition 1.5.7ii), and we are done. 
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that s(B) = --X, M bus no atoms in (/, c). ~mtl q rrrricJs 
reguIarlJ1 lttith exponent 6 E [0, 11. Th the jbllowiny uw equiacrlcwt: 
,im ~~(-4x)Wx~c)) = 1 and ,im h-(x) ___ = Dn 
\I’ -s(x) Xl0 g( l/x) 
nhrrr D,, is defined in Example 3.3. 
4. Growth of 2.1 near r and c2 near / 
Consider L.I(X, 2) for x near Y. If I’ 6 I, then c,(x, X) - x as x TV (Breiman, 1968. 
Theorem 16.69). On the other hand, for fixed x >c, cl(x, r) decreases as x JO. Similar 
comments apply to 1.2(x, 2) for .Y near /. We want to find upper and lower bounds on 
1.1 and 1%~ in these regions so that we can sort out these competing effects. 
We note that if the initial position x of the process X is a single, fixed point, then 
these bounds will not be necessary, as one can see in the decomposition (2.2). The 
bounds are useful when one is interested in quantifying the dependence of occupation 
times on initial position. For example. this arises in the companion paper Zirbel ( 1997). 
where the initial state is random. 
The idea is to find another diffusion 2 which behaves much like X in the region of 
interest, but for which we can find the corresponding ?I and c2 explicitly. For example, 
the separation process Z considered in Section 6 is essentially a BES2 process when 
it is far away from the origin, and the BES2 process is simple to analyze, as we have 
seen in Example 2.1. 
The starting point is an explicit construction of solutions of .d~ = #~;(2‘ by successive 
approximations. 
Theorem 4.1. Fix ki und k2 in R. Dtlfitw functions <o, <, , urztl < /TJ’ 
(o(x) = k, + kz(s(x) - s(c)) 
Sn+l(X) = I (4~) - s(y))Sn(,vM’(dy)> n = 0, I. ‘ 
Then this series converges unijbrml~ on each closed suhintercal of’ (/, r). For CWC~I 
x >O, < is u solution oj 
&< = CLt. t(c) = ki, 0,;.t(c) = k2 
Proof. Let i, = 42. The differential equation for < can be written as 
in the terminology of Dynkin (1965, Section 17.7). Theorem 17.7 of Dynkin (196.5 I 
can be applied to show that the series C,“=, &(x)cP does indeed converge uniformly 
to a function t satisfying the conditions at c. 0 
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Suppose now that J? is a regular, continuous, strong Markov process on I with scale 
function f, speed measure A, and generator 2. We have the following comparison 
result for solutions of &‘T = xr and JZ?[ = at. 
Theorem 4.2. Let J be either the interval (e, c] or [c, r). Suppose that jbr some K > 0 
we have 
s(b) - s(a) <K(,$b) - F(a)), M(a, b] < KA?(a, b] 
for all a, b in J with a< 6. Consider solutions Qx, x) and Qx, di) of the equations 
d( = &, t(c) = ki, @&) = kz, 
S&j = zt, 4(c) = kl, D,r’lf(c) = /&. 
(a) rf kl > 0 and k2 = i2 = 0, then for all x in J and #U > 0, 5(x, a) < &x, K’cc). 
(b) If kl 20: J equuls [c,r), and k2,i2 > 0, then there exists a constant B (depending 
on K, k2, and k2) such that 4(x, a) <B&x, K2a) for all x 3c and all CI > 0. 
(c) Zfkl 20, J equals (e,c], and k2,iz < 0, then there exists a constant B (depending 
on K, k2, and i2) such that 4(x, a) <B&x, K2r) for all x < c and all x > 0. 
Proof. Let t, and [?, be the functions defined in Theorem 4.1 for X and 2, respectively. 
Consider first the case kl > 0 and k2 = I2 = 0. We claim that for all n 30, 
O<<,(X)<K~~~,,(X), XEJ. (4.1) 
The proof is by induction on n. First, note that 0 < <o(x) = kl =&,(x), so the claim is 
true for n = 0. Next, suppose that we have shown that 0 d t,,(x) <K2”fn(x) for x in J. 
Then, 
tn+~(x) = /‘(s(x) - s(y))5,(.v)M(dy) 
r 
= K2@+‘)fn+,(x). 
The first line also shows that &,+I (x) 30. We have proven (4.1) for all n 30 and x 
in J. 
Now it follows easily that 
t(x, a) = 2 5n(x)a” < 2 &(x)(K*a)" =[(x,K*a), 
n=O n=O 
which completes the proof of case (a). 
Next, consider the case kl 20, J = [c, r), and k2, It2 > 0. We claim that, for some 
constant B > 0, we have 
0<~,,(x)~BK2”~~(x), x3c. (4.2) 
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for all n 30. The base step is more difficult this time. Let x >c. Then, 
0 d <o(x) = k, + kz(s(x) - s(c)) 
< k, + klK(s?(X) - i(c)) 
= k, + F(to(x) - k, I 
< B&,(x). 
Note that if k, = 0, we can take B = k2K/i?; otherwise we set 
This establishes (4.2) for n =O. The induction step is the same as above, and the 
inequality in case (b) follows readily. The proof for case (c) is similar. [7 
This theorem applies, in particular, to the functions ~‘1 and Cl, and also c2 and &, 
where Cl and Cz have the obvious meanings. Note that k2 and il are now functions of 
x, so B depends on r. Under the hypotheses of the proposition, using J = [c,r) yields 
,~,(~,r)~B,(r~)t’,(x,K~x), x3(‘. (4.3) 
On the other hand, using J = (P, c] gives 
I:,(x. x) < B2(z)&(x, K2r), x <c. (4.4) 
The following corollary casts the conditions of Theorem (4.2) in terms of the asymp- 
totic behavior of the derivatives of s, S, M, and 16, and yields upper und lower bounds 
on 1.1 and ~2. 
We assume that s and i are continuously differentiable and that M and A.? have 
continuous densities m and fi with respect to Lebesgue measure. In addition, .s’_ .v”. nz, 
and fi must be strictly positive. 
Corollary 4.3. (a) S~~JXJX the jimction.y s’(x);.?‘(x) and m(x)/fi(x) huccg /i/nits in 
(0, x) us x 1‘ r. Thrn there exist corlstunts R,, Rz > 0 rend jimctions B,(r). By > 0 
.S14dl tlx4t 
B,(~)~,(x,R,x)6c,(x,x)~B2(~)~,(.~,R2~) 
,fiw all .Y E [c, r) und ‘3 > 0. 
(b) Suppost~ the jimctions s’(x)/.?(x) and m(x)iG(x) hazje limits in (0, ~1) us x 1 1. 
Then thcrr rsist constunts R,, R2 > 0 trnti ,jimctions B, (z), Bz(x) > 0 .such thut 
B,(x)~:~(x,R,~~)~c’~(x,(x)~B?(c()~~(s,R~x). 
for- all .Y E ((, c-1 and c( > 0. 
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Proof. For part (a), let e =r; for (b), let e = /. Then the functions s’/? and m/G 
are continuous and strictly positive, with finite, non-zero limits at e. Thus, they are 
bounded above and below by constants Ci and Cz with 0 < Cl 6 Cl < 00: 
c < s’(x) 
~ GC2, 
’ ’ .7(x) 
c <w 
~ GC2, 
’ ’ ii(x) 
for x between c and e. The upper bounds imply that the conditions of Theorem (4.2) 
hold with K = C2. Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) give the rightmost inequalities in the conclusions 
of parts (a) and (b) with R2 = CL?‘. 
On the other hand, the lower bounds above show that the conditions of Theorem 
(4.2) are satisfied for K = l/Cl and with the tildes reversed on s and m. Then Eqs. 
(4.3) and (4.4) yield the leftmost inequalities in parts (a) and (b) with RI = CF. 0 
5. Decay of ~‘1 near C and v:! near r 
It is more difficult to get bounds on the decay of vi(x, IX) as x + 8 and v~(x, cc) as 
x + r than it is to bound their growth at the opposite endpoint. The inductive procedure 
of Theorem 4.2 will not work: for example, in the construction of Theorem 4.1, if we 
have k2 <O, the functions 4,: change sign on [c, r), which ruins the inequalities of the 
induction step of Theorem 4.2. 
There is a simple condition on the speed measure which guarantees that vi and v2 
decay to zero: 
lii M[x, c) = fee implies iii z)i(x, a) = 0, (5.1) 
lii M[c,x] = foe implies l;lr 2+(x, a) = 0. (5.2) 
See Iti, and McKean (1965, Section 4.6) for the proof. 
We can sometimes obtain upper and lower bounds on vi and v2 if the process X is 
a strong solution of a stochastic differential equation of the form 
dx, = 0(x, )d K + &G )dt. (5.3) 
We wish to compare X with another process J? satisfying the same equation but with 
a different drift p replacing p. (It is immaterial whether they solve (5.3) with the same 
Wiener process W.) 
We state our result for ~2; the analogous result holds for vi. The lower bound we 
give can be traded for an upper bound by reversing the roles of X and 2. 
We assume that p and p are bounded and at least one of them is Lipschitz, and that 
la(x) - o(y)l* <f( Ix - ~1) for some f satisfying 
Proposition 5.1. Let X and 2 be as above. Suppose that, jbr some x* >c we have 
,a(x)<ci(x), x3x*. 
Then, 
6*(x, CL) Uz(X, a) 
62(x*,x) 
< 
v2(x”, r)’ 
X3X*. 
Proof. Fix .xa_x*. We will start both X and .,? at x; the expectation E’ will bc used 
for this. By the definition of z12 and the strong Markov property. 
z.~(.Y. x) = E’ep”% 
~ EYe-YT>* E.Y-e-“i; 
= 1.2(x*, X)Eyep"T,*. 
Similarly, cz(.r, a) = &(x*, x)E‘e-"'1' , where F,-- is the first time 2 hits .x”. 
Let A’ and ?? be solutions of their respective stochastic differential equations but 
with the same Wiener process in each. Theorem 3.7 of Chapter IX of Rcvuz and Yor 
( 1991) and our assumption that p < 6 give 
x, ax,, o<t<x, 
almost surely. Thus r,* < ?,I*, so 
E~~~YT>* .~EE”~- rT,* 
This completes the proof. 0 
6. Example 
We close with an extended example concerning two-dimensional isotropic Brownian 
flows. We intend this to be instructive, showing how to resolve some of the difficulties 
that may be encountered. Our analysis also clears up a minor issue concerning Borwnian 
flows. 
Isotropic Brownian flows are treated in detail by Le Jan (1985) and Baxendale and 
Harris (I 986); see also Zirbel and Cinlar (1996b) and the companion article Zirbel 
(1997). We assume that the covariance tensor of the flow is C4 and not constant, 
and is normalized so that the one-point motion is the standard Brownian motion on 
lw*. We are interested in the distance between two points in the flow at time I. This 
is a continuous, regular, strong Markov process Z,, t 30. with Zo being the initial 
separation. 
The behavior of Z, as t --f 30 depends on the largest Lyapunov exponent /. of the 
flow, as is shown in Le Jan (1985, pp. 617-618). In two dimensions, 
if i. < 0. then Z, + 0 almost surely; 
if 220, then Z is null recurrent on (0,~); 
if 2 > 0, then Z, ---t 00 in probability. 
When i. = 0, the invariant measure for Z puts infinite mass on both (0, I ) and ( I. 9c ), 
so we cannot tell immediately how 2, behaves as t + w. We wish to remedy this here 
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by finding how the mean occupation time of various intervals grows as t + co. We 
will show the following: 
Proposition 6.1. Let d =2 and %=O. Then there exist a constant K and a speed 
measure M such that jbr all 0 < a < b < co and all c > 0, 
s t EC ds l(o,alG) N t--too, 0 
.I 
f 
EC ds 1 [a,&) t-co, 
0 
N iKM[a, b] log t, 
s 
f 
EC ds 1 [a,oo)(Zs) N t, t+a3. 
0 
The values of K and M are given in the proof 
The third statement follows from the first two. For those, we need some preliminaries 
about the speed and scale of Z. 
Under our assumptions on the covariance b, Z is a diffusion on (0,~). From the 
form of its generator, it has the same law as the strong solution of the stochastic 
differential equation 
dZ, = o(&)dK + AZt)dt 
where W is the Wiener process and 
4~) = d’41 - b(z)>, AZ) = 1 - b/v(z) 
z 
Here bL and bN are deterministic functions related to the covariance of the how. What 
is important is that bL and bN are bounded and continuous, they have a common limit 
po~[O,l) as z+x, and, as z-0, 
bL(z) = 1 - ;,z’ + y~z~ + o(z4), (6.1) 
bN(z) = 1 - $z2 + y,,,z4 + o(z4). (6.2) 
The top Lyapunov exponent of the flow equals ;(a~ - /IL), so the case 1, =0 corre- 
sponds to lj~ = fiN. 
The scale function s and the density m of the speed measure satisfy 
s’(z)=exp(-~~$$$$), 
where zo is arbitrary, but will be fixed 
s’ as 
m(z) = 
2 
o*(z)s’(z) 
below for our convenience. Write the derivative 
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where 8(y) = (hL,(y)-b~(y))/( 1 -bl,(y)). Baxendale and Harris (1986, p. 1163) show 
that J;“, dy(&y)/y) has a finite limit as z ----) oe, so we have s’(z) N K/z as z + x, and 
moreover, 
s(z ) r-u K log z, m(z) ,-.- 
22 z2 
K(1 - /lo)’ 
M[c,z] - 
K( 1 - PO) 
where K = zo exp( - ,r=F dy(&y)/y)). 
We will need more precise information as z 4 0, however. Begin by noting that, as 
.I’ - 0, 
S(Y) 2(j,L ~ ;‘h’) PN 
?’ 
/$ Y. 
Thus, R(zo) = exp(J;: d_v(fi(,v)/y) is finite, and 
exp (l:dyy) -R(zo)=0(z2). ~40. 
In other words. 
1 zo -_ 
s’(z) 2 
-R(zo)=0(z2), zio. (6.3) 
Now R(zo) is continuous, R(0) = 1, and R(zo) has a finite limit as zo + x, (as men- 
tioned above), so we may choose zo so that R(zo) = ZO. Note that then s’(z ) - I .‘z and 
s(z) N logz as z + 0. We also have K = exp(- jo” dy(b(y)/y)). 
Moreover, by multiplying through (6.3) by 2 z / 0’ and rearranging, we find that m(z ) ~ 
2~1’0’ = O(z) as z 4 0. Using (6.1) yields 2z,/02 - 2/j?,_z = 0(z3 ), and so 
2 
m(z) - E =0(z), zio, (6.4) 
which is the detailed information we will need later. From this, we have M[z. c) k 
$ logz as z+O. 
Theorem 3.4 and its corollary allow us to conclude 
and h_(x)-&? X -- 0 
by letting g(z)=(K/2)logz for h+ and q(z)= @ for h-. Thus, h(x) -(K/2) 
log( l/X) as x + 0. 
Consider the occupation time E’ j;: d.~ I 5 tU.h](Z,). Its Laplace transform is, by (2.2), 
I 
h 
i(x)=h(r) VI(C A y, CC)V~(C v y, r)M(dJ>) 
. u 
The integrand is bounded and converges to 1 as 2 + 0, so i(a) is asymptotic to 
(K/2)A4[a. h] log( I/a) as r--f 0. The Tauberian Theorem 1.3 establishes the second 
statement of Proposition 6.1. 
Next, consider the first claim of Proposition 6.1. We will show below that for all 
c’ small enough, E” $ ds I~,J~)(Z,~)- C&log t as t + 30. Fix one such I’ and con 
sider L(t, d) = Ed $ d s ,o,,)(Z,~) for tl>c. By (1.2) we have &,d)= E“e-rL~i(cx.c) 1 
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But EdePK + 1 as x + 0 since Z is recurrent, so we have L(t, d) - Cd log t by the 
Tauberian theorem. In fact, this is true for all d >O. Finally, using the result of the 
preceding paragraph, we obtain the first conclusion of Proposition 6.1. 
Consider then L(t) = EC sd ds lc~l(Z,), where CE (0, c,,,) with c,,, to be specified 
below. By (2.2) 
./ 
c 
i(a) = h(x) dz L’~ (z, a)m(z). 
0 
(6.5) 
We cannot solve for VI directly from the differential equation dti = xz’ since cr and p 
are too unwieldy. Nor can we use the comparison method of Section 5 directly, again 
because of cr. Our approach is to change variables to simplify the diffusion coefficient 
and then use the comparison method. The fact that CJ is linear near 0 guides our choice 
of resealing. 
Define a positive, increasing function $J by 
W>= exp ( ~zd,i4~~)~ z>O (6.6) 
and set Y, = $(Z,) for t 3 0 when ZO > 0; set Y, = 0 for all t when ZO = 0. Then Y is a 
continuous, strong Markov process on [O,oo) which satisfies the stochastic differential 
equation 
d&=&d@+ Krc(K)dt 
where 71 is defined implicitly by 
71($(z))= z + ;<1 - (T’(z)). 
It is readily verified that, as z + 0, 
so that 7-Q) - 4 ~ Ay” as y + 0, for some constant A and 6 = 2fi. Thus, n can 
be bounded above and below on some interval (O,~(C,,,)) by functions of the form 
I z - yy”. This defines c,,,. 
Let Y solve the stochastic differential equation 
dY=FdW+p(! -@)dt t f t 12 t 
(the drift is Lipschitz on (0,4(c)), which is all we need). Let ui and 31 denote the 
increasing functions of (2.3) for Y and F. By Proposition 5.1, by choosing different 
values for y we can make ijl lie completely above or completely below ~1. By the re- 
sults of Section 2, cl (z, x) = ui (4(z), c(), so the Laplace transform i of (6.5) is bounded 
above and below by expressions of the form 
‘C 
h(g) 
J 
dz t&(&z), r)m(z) 
0 
for different values of y. We will find the asymptotic behavior of this expression and 
show that it does not depend on y. 
The function iit is the unique increasing solution of .g”u = XU, or 
_&” + .V( 1 ~ 2J#)u’ - 2rAll = 0 (6.8) 
normalized to equal 1 at 4(c). We will make a change of variables suggested by Kamkc 
(1959, Eq. (2.215)). This is an excellent source for solutions of such equations, Let 
u(J’) = J,~F( 2;1~l”/6). Then F satisfies 
.XF” $ (h - .r)F’ ~ aF = 0. 
with a = &I.ij and h = 1 + 2~. This is the confluent hypergeometric equation (Kamke, 
1959, Eq. 2.113). 
The solution we want is 
X a(a + 1) (a + k ~ 1 ),G 
F(n,b,s) = 1 + 1 
k=, 6(6+ l),..(h+kp l)k!’ 
Thus, a solution of (6.8) is u(J.) = yJzr F(a, b. 2y~,“j6). The identity F(a, h,x) = e‘F’(b 
a, b - x) (Kamke, 1959, Section 2.1 13) shows that u is positive regardless of the sign 
of 2’. Moreover, term-by-term differentiation shows that 
ll’(_t,) = a6ya-i F(cr + 1, b, 22’~“16). 
This is clearly positive for ~30, and the identity above shows that it is positive for 
:‘<O as well. Thus, iii(y, X) = u(_v)/u( d(c)). 
We have argued above that i(a) is bounded above and below by expressions of the 
form 
h(x) 
I’ 
dz ice (4(z), x)m(z) = h( x ) 
‘( dz4Qw) -----112(z). 
0 44(c)) 
As r + 0, u(&L’)) + 1. If we substitute in the series for II and the asymptotic form 
(6.4) of m, we see that only the first term is infinite as 8 + 0. That term is 
.I 
.‘ 
4%) 
0 
dz 4(z)&& 
Now 4(z) N y&fi as z +O from (6.7), so we can bound it above and below by a 
function of the form Gz’!fi. But we have 
as 2 + 0, regardless of the value of ;I. V, or c. Thus i(a) from (6.5) shares this asymp- 
totic behavior, and the first conclusion of Proposition 6. I holds with C = Km. 
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